
Name Message
EvannaMiss8 can u hear and see james ?
Xiao Tian 1
EvannaMiss8 can hear now ?
Xiao Tian image slow, but can hear
Xue Er 1
Xiao Tian 1
Caroline yes
ELAINE CHEAH Hi, sorry I just entered. Is there a Q & A session at the end?

Evanna 

last time i join interact clubs going arounf various school... i collected the most past year questions until 
my teacher also asked from me to give her all my sets of past year questions from other schools... 
wakakak. so the guy that went round the country protesting can collect various uni exam papers to help 
his studies ....

ELAINE CHEAH 

Thank you for the webinar :)  My questions are -   i. Do you see any possibility that student unions can 
be established independent of the university in Malaysia?   ii. Seeing the recent event in UM, it seems 
having an independent student union is still quite far-fetched. In your opinion, what are the possible 
ways to move forward (for student unions to be independent)?

Xue Er 

this is heard from my friend who is currently studying in a public uni, she said that students there are not 
allowed to wear jeans, shorts in campus, even when times outside lectures, they can only wear formal 
attire. If they breach the rule, they will be imposed a fine for it. Do you think they have the right to dress 
freely?

Xiao Tian 

Hi, just to share (abt Xue Er's question) in UM we can actually wear what we want, as long as it's decent 
and not revealing ( as in like extremely short shorts) I have seniors who wear short pants to class, but at 
a length of around the knee area. In fact, UM's attire regulation allows us to wear outfits above knee 
length at a certain requirement.

ELAINE CHEAH 
Thank you, your answer is helpful. Just one more follow up question - has there been any MPs that 
stand for abolishing AUKU?

Xiao Tian 

In fact, many courses in our uni are quite lenient about dress code as long as you're not taking up 
professional courses (medicine, law, etc). I for one, do wear jeans to class haha I'm not aware about 
other uni, however, UKM is pretty strict with their dress code

Evanna 
xue er. u ask your friend to wear freely. if kena then u ask James to fight in court and see how ... 
wakakak

ELAINE CHEAH Hi Wei !
ELAINE CHEAH I like them too! Thank you
Xue Er thank you!


